
Background: 
V-Excel Educational Trust is a non-profit, non-sectarian and non-discriminatory organisation based in 
Chennai, India, dedicated to serving individuals with special needs. Established in 2002, V-Excel has been 
successfully providing educational and vocational training services and now has several centres across 
India. Based on the ‘Life Span Education Model’, V-Excel’s services cover early intervention, remedial 
programmes, therapies, rural programmes, psycho-educational assessments, counselling, as well as 
vocational and rehabilitation training.  
V-Excel’s mission is to create an environment where individuals with special needs can grow to live 
dignified, independent, and productive lives in mainstream society. The organization believes in an 
education that extends beyond conventional teaching to pragmatic learning and is committed to 
enriching the quality of education through teacher development. V-Excel’s vision is to reaffirm the belief 
in human potential, regardless of caste, creed, race, religion and ethnicity, and become an organisation 
where individuals can be served with the highest quality standards. 
As a quality service provider in the field of Special Education, V-Excel emphasises holistic 
development. The organization’s core philosophy is that every child has the potential to learn and 
that the focus should be on abilities, not disabilities. For more information please visit V-Excel website 
at www.v-excel.org Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/freehearts  
 
The cost of supporting a child’s education for one month is just ~$15/month. Today, Asha funds 
~$14000 of Project V-Excel’s annual expenses. There would be no Project V-Excel tomorrow, without 
Asha. 
 
Summary of visit:  
I visited V-Excel organization during my 2014 India trip (Nov 13 – Dec 10) @ Chennai (RA Puram 
location). It did a one-day visit (Dec 6th) to observe their day to day activities. I had chance to interact 
with the stuffs, functionaries and the children, and be part of their life. I had long sessions of discussion 
with Ajitha Panshikar, Vice President on V-Excel Education trust (mobile #: 91+ 9342164411)  
and other functionaries and stuffs about the mission, vision and present situation of V-Excel.  
 
Observations:  
At this point let me list some of the seemingly important observations I made during my visit – Dec 
2014:   

 V-Excel had recently moved to a new location @ RA Puram, Chennai. 

 Kids (all ages) were energetic, confident and friendly. 

 On allowing kids exploration and creativeness: Loved the idea of allowing kids to do cooking in 
their kitchen area (inside the building) 

 Building area was clean and safe (as it is relatively new). 

 Based on my conversations, V-Excel staffs were well equipped on communication and were 
eager to introduce new techniques to support children needs. 

 The dedication of the stuffs and functionaries are worth mentioning. Some of them are really 
qualified – academically, or otherwise.  

 Big call out – looks like one of the challenges that they have today is around counselling the 
parents and their closed families of the challenged kids (due to the social status issues that 
prevails today) 

 
Conclusions: V-Excel is making great impact to support kids’ life (needed ones).  
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